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Factors that can affect the degradation of
DNA from a blood sample include
temperature and light exposure, humidity,
ultraviolet light, and exposure to various
chemicals. However, the strength of DNA lies
in the facts, although it can be partially
degraded, testing is possible months or even
years after collection, with appropriate
storage conditions.
The aim of this study was to analyze the
impact of certain storage conditions on
blood traces left on appropriate surfaces so
that they can be used after some time.

Blood traces from two female donors on 4
different surfaces (glass,metal,paper and
fabric) were left for 19 days in selected
conditions (light and warm; dark and warm,
dark and cold). Dry and wet swabs of blood
traces were sampled. DNA was isolated
using modified Miller protocol. For
amplification PowerPlex® Fusion multiplex
system was used. DNA profiles were
generated using an ABIPRISM® 310 Genetic
Analyzer and GeneMapper®ID 3.2 software.

Table 1. Light and warm conditions

Table 2. Dark and warm conditions

Table 3. Dark and cold conditions

INTRODUCTION

MATERIAL AND METHODS

DNA profiles were analyzed by counting the number of amplified loci,
the number of alleles and measuring the height of the peaks. Of 24
analyzed DNK profiles 9 are partial, and 15 are full profiles.
Considering peak height, we divided the peaks into four categories: I
(50-1000RFU); II (1000-3000RFU); III (3000-5000RFU) and IV
(>5000RFU).
In light and warm conditions (Table 1) the largest amount of DNA was
observed on profiles generated from blood traces collected from
metal and fabric in plastic packaging and glass and fabric in paper
packaging. Consequently, a very small amount of DNA was observed
on the profiles from blood traces collected from glass and paper in
plastic packaging, and paper and metals in paper packaging.
The results from dark and cold conditions (Table 2) show that the
largest amount of DNA was on profiles generated from blood traces
from glass and fabric. DNA profiles obtained from blood samples
collected from metals and paper have an extremely small amount of
DNA.
In dark and cold conditions (Table 3) profiles with a large amount of
DNA were generated from blood traces collected from the glass in
plastic packaging, and from the fabric that was packed in paper
packaging in these conditions. The remaining DNA profiles have a
small amount of DNA.
In general, the best DNA profiles were obtained from glass and fabric
samples in all applied storage conditions, with the exception of two
profiles from glass stored in light-warm and dark-cold conditions.

RESULTS

Although plastic packaging is not recommended because of higher
probability of DNA degradation, the results of this study didn’t show
greater degradation of samples packed in plastic packaging compared
to those packed in paper packaging.

CONCLUSION


